
 

EEF set up meetings - FAQs 

 
Once a project has been provisionally approved by the EEF grants committee, a member of the EEF 

Evaluation Panel is appointed to evaluate the project. There are then two three-hour set-up 

meetings, chaired by the EEF, to agree a shared evaluation design.  

1) What is the aim of the set-up meetings? 
 

The aim of these meetings is for the project and evaluation teams to meet and work together to 

agree the best possible design to evaluate the project.  

 

The first set-up meeting takes place before the second EEF Grants Committee when the final grant 

decision will be made. The aim of the first set-up meeting is to understand fully what is being 

evaluated and agree the broad approach to evaluation, including aspects of the evaluation that 

influence the project and evaluation budgets (such as sample size and control condition).  After the 

first set-up meeting both teams will submit a revised budget to the EEF Grants Committee.  

 

The second set-up meeting takes place after the second EEF Grants Committee. We discuss aspects 

of the evaluation in more detail, such as how to manage recruitment, randomisation, data collection, 

implementation and process evaluation and consent.  

 

After the second set- up meeting the evaluation team will develop an ‘evaluation protocol’ to be 

reviewed by the project team and eventually published on EEF’s website. To inform the protocol we 

now recommend all projects hold an IDEA workshop.  

The Intervention Delivery and Evaluation Analysis (IDEA) workshop1 takes place sometime shortly 

after the two EEF set up meetings but before the protocol is finalised and will include just the 

project and evaluation teams (EEF may choose to attend). Here teams will discuss the intervention 

in greater depth including developing a more sophisticated theory of change, looking at any 

intervention materials and discussing the intervention literature and history, to inform the design 

of the implementation and process evaluation.  

 

2) What should the teams bring to the meetings? 
 

The project team should be able to talk though the core content and aspects of intervention delivery 

and have thought about the mechanism(s) for how these link to attainment outcomes. We find it 

useful to spend some of the first set-up meeting developing a basic ‘logic’ model for how the intended 

activities will lead to improvements in pupil attainment. Project teams do not need to bring a model 

to the meeting. An example of a logic model from a set-up meeting is attached. The following list of 

                                                           
1 Please see details in 
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Evaluation/Setting_up_an_Evaluation/IPE_Guidance_Final
.pdf p10- p11. 

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Evaluation/Setting_up_an_Evaluation/IPE_Guidance_Final.pdf
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Evaluation/Setting_up_an_Evaluation/IPE_Guidance_Final.pdf


 

questions (adapted from Template for Intervention Description 

and Replication (TIDieR) could be completed and circulated before the meeting to help guide the 

discussion about the logic model: 

1. Brief name  
2. Why: Rationale, theory and/or goal of essential elements of the intervention  
3. Who: Recipients of the intervention  
4. What: Physical or informational materials used in the intervention  
5. What: Procedures, activities and/or processes used in the intervention  
6. Who: Intervention providers/implementers  
7. How: Mode of delivery  
8. Where: Location of the intervention  
9. When and how much: Duration and dosage of the intervention  
10. Tailoring: Adaptation of the intervention  
11.  How well (planned): Strategies to maximise effective implementation  
12.  How well (actual): Evidence of implementation variability 

 

The evaluation team will be expected to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different 

evaluation designs and options for outcome measures and implementation data collection. In the 

second set up meetings we ask that evaluators discuss how they plan on capturing the following 

implementation dimensions that are relevant for their evaluation: 

 
1. Fidelity/adherence – the extent to which implementers (e.g. teachers) adhere to the 

intended treatment model  
2. Dosage – how much of the intended intervention has been delivered and/or received  
3. Quality – how well different components of an intervention are delivered  
4. Reach – the rate and scope of participation  
5. Responsiveness – the degree to which participants engage with the intervention  
6. Programme differentiation – the extent to which intervention activities can be distinguished 

from other, existing practice  
7. Monitoring of control/comparison groups (in a trial context) – determination of the ‘counter-

factual’ (e.g. that which is taking place in the absence of the intervention)  
8. Adaptation – the nature and extent of changes made to the intervention  

 

In addition, both teams need to think about the factors affecting implementation: 

 

 Preplanning and foundations – e.g. what is the level of need, readiness and capacity for 
change in the setting where the intervention takes place?  

 Implementation support system – e.g. what strategies and practices are used to support high 
quality implementation?  

 Implementation environment – e.g. what are the influential contextual and compositional 
characteristics in the setting where the intervention takes place?  

 Implementer factors – e.g. what is the profile of professional characteristics, intervention 
perceptions and attitudes, and psychological characteristics among implementers?  

 Intervention characteristics – e.g. what form does the intervention take?  
  


